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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR 
EXTENDING PHYSICAL SYSTEM 

ADDRESSABLE MEMORY 

This is a continuation of application Ser. No. 07/705,277 
filed on May 24, 1991, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 
This invention relates to personal computer Systems and 

in particular to a method and apparatus for extending the 
System addressable physical memory Space in a manner 
transparent to users of the address Space. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
Personal computer systems in general, and IBMTM per 

Sonal computers in particular, have attained widespread use 
for providing computer power to many Segments of today's 
Society. Personal computer Systems can usually be defined as 
a desktop, floor Standing, or portable computer that consists 
of a System unit having a System processor, a display 
monitor, a keyboard, one or more diskette drives, a fixed 
disk Storage, and an optional printer. These Systems are 
designed primarily to give independent computing power to 
a single user or Small group of users and are inexpensively 
priced for purchase by individuals or businesses. Examples 
of such personal computer systems are IBM's PERSONAL 
COMPUTER, PERSONAL COMPUTER XTTM, PER 
SONAL COMPUTER ATTM and IBMS PERSONAL 
SYSTEM/2TM (hereinafter referred to as the IBM PC, XTTM, 
ATTM, and PS/2TM respectively) Models 25, 30, 50, 60, 70, 
80, 90, and 95. 

These Systems can be classified into two general families. 
The first family, usually referred to as Family 1 Models, use 
a bus architecture exemplified by the IBM AT computer and 
other “IBM compatible' machines. The second family, 
referred to as Family 2 Models, use IBM's Micro ChannelTM 
bus architecture exemplified by IBM's PS/2 Models 50 
through 95. The bus architectures used in Family 1 and 
Family 2 are well known in the art. 

Beginning with the earliest personal computer System of 
Family 1 models, the IBM PC, and through the Family 2 
models the central processing unit was chosen from the 
IntelTM “86 Family” of processors. The Intel 86 Family of 
processors includes the 8088, 8086, 80286, 80386, and 
80486 processors commercially available from Intel Corpo 
ration. The architecture of the Intel 86 Family of processors 
provides an upwardly compatible instruction Set which 
assists in preserving Software investments from previous 
processors in the 86 family. This upward compatibility of 
processors which preserves the Software application base is 
one of the major factors which contributed to the enormous 
success of the IBM PC and subsequent models. 
The IBM PC and XT were the first models of the IBM 

personal computer line and used the Intel 8088 processor. 
The next significant change to IBM personal computer 
systems was the IBM AT which used the Intel 80286 
processor. The PS/2 line spanned several of the Intel pro 
cessors. A system similar to the PC and XT was a version of 
the PS/2 Model 30 which used an Intel 8086. The PS/2 
Models 50 and 60 both used the Intel 80286 processor. The 
Intel 80386 processor is used in the IBM PS/2 Model 80 and 
certain versions of the IBM PS/2 Model 70. Other versions 
of the IBM PS/2 Model 70, as well as the PS/2 Models 90 
XP 486 and 95 XP 486, use the Intel 80486 processor. One 
of the common points in all these Systems is the use of an 
Intel 86 family processor. A variety of commonly available 
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2 
and well known Software operating Systems, Such as DOS or 
OS/2, can operate on various members of the Intel family of 
processors. 

The processors in the Intel 86 family support a variety of 
“modes'. The basic mode in the Intel 86 family is “Real” 
mode. Real mode is the only operating mode of the 8088 and 
8086. Real mode Supports a one megabyte address Space. 
There are no protection mechanisms available in the 8088 
and 8086 processors. The 80286 Supports both a Real and 
“Protected” mode of operation. As the name “Protected” 
implies, Protected mode provides a protected mode of 
operation. This protection prevents an application from 
interfering with the operation of other applications or the 
operating System. The 80286 provides extended addressing 
capabilities over the 8088 and 8086 by allowing up to 16 
megabytes to be directly addressed. To maintain downward 
compatibility the 80286 can be operated in Real mode to 
emulate the Real mode of the 8088 or 8086. The 80386 and 
80486 extend the Intel 86 family architecture even further by 
providing the ability to address up to four gigabytes of 
physical memory. The 80386 and 80486 also support a 
“Virtual 86' mode of operation. The Virtual 86 mode 
Supports the operational characteristics of the Real mode 
within the overall confines of the protected mode environ 
ment. This Virtual 86 mode is useful for providing a very 
high level of compatibility with applications which run 
under the DOS operating System but must now operate 
within an overall protected mode operating System. 
By utilizing 32 address lines the 80386 and 80486 can 

achieve a total physical addressability of 2-bytes which is 
4.294,967,296 bytes. Currently providing that much physi 
cal random access memory on a single computer System is 
impractical. However, it has become practical to provide that 
much Storage Space on devices Such as disks. 
A hierarchy of Storage exists in a computer System. AS an 

example, the Storage hierarchy arranged in order of Speed 
can include: 

1. processor registers (fastest) 
2. cache memory 
3. System random acceSS memory 
4. disk 

5. tape (slowest) 
In general, the cost per unit Storage is more for the faster 

Storage than it is for the slower Storage. 
The processor registers and cache tend to be Small in size. 

System random access memory (RAM) is typically much 
larger and is used to Store programs and data during program 
execution. Disk and tape Storage devices have very large 
capacity, but data and programs on these devices must be 
moved into RAM before the system can use them. Increas 
ing the amount of RAM would expand the capabilities of a 
computer System by allowing much larger programs and 
data Sets to be Stored where they can be accessed much faster 
than data or programs on disk or tape. However, RAM is a 
finite resource within any computer System which typically 
has a much higher cost per unit Storage than disk or tape. 
Therefore, it would be desirable to increase the apparent 
amount of RAM without increasing the actual amount of 
RAM. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The extension of physical System addressable memory to 
allow the processor to use addresses beyond the range 
available to physical RAM in a given system is achieved by 
controlling emulated RAM from the disk adapter card. The 
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disk adapter card monitors the address bus. When a request 
for RAM outside of the range of actual RAM addresses is 
detected the adapter uses a combination of onboard cache 
buffer Storage and Secondary Storage to extend the physical 
addressable memory Space of the computer System by 
translating that request into a request within a lower-cost 
secondary storage subsystem. Emulation of RAM by the 
adapter card is accomplished in parallel with normal pro 
cessing of read and write requests to Secondary Storage. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a drawing of a computer System. 
FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a planar board which can be 

used in the computer system of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a diagram of the 32-bit bus signals including the 

32 address lines. 
FIG. 4 is a diagram of the Secondary Storage Subsystem 

used to extend the random acceSS memory Space. 
DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to the drawings, and in particular to FIG. 
1, there is shown a personal computer system 100 in which 
the present invention can be employed. AS shown, the 
personal computer system 100 comprises a number of 
components which are interconnected together. More 
particularly, a System unit 102 is coupled to and can drive an 
optional monitor 104 (such as a conventional video display). 
A System unit 102 can also be optionally coupled to input 
devices such as a keyboard 110 or a mouse 112. An optional 
output device Such as a printer 114 can also be connected to 
the system unit 102. Finally the system unit 102 may include 
one or more mass Storage devices Such as the diskette drive 
108 and the hard disk drive 106. 

As will be described below, the system unit 102 responds 
to input devices such as the keyboard 110, the mouse 112, or 
local area network communication system (not shown). 
Additionally, input/output devices, Such as the diskette drive 
108, hard disk drive 106, display 104, printer 114, and local 
area network communication System are connected to the 
system unit 102 in a manner well known. Of course, those 
skilled in the art are aware that other conventional compo 
nents can also be connected to the system unit 102 for 
interaction there with. In accordance with the present 
invention, the personal computer System 100 includes a 
processor 202 (shown in FIG. 2) that is interconnected to a 
dynamic random access memory (referred to interchange 
ably in this description as DRAM or RAM) 264 (shown in 
FIG. 2), a read only memory (ROM) 242 (shown in FIG. 2), 
and a plurality of I/O devices 104,106, 108, 110, 112, 114. 

In normal use, the personal computer system 100 can be 
designed to give independent computing power to a Small 
group of users as a Server or a single user and is inexpen 
Sively priced for purchase by individuals or Small busi 
nesses. In operation, the processor 202 functions under an 
operating System Such as IBM's OS/2 operating System or 
DOS. This type of operating system includes a BIOS inter 
face between the I/O devices and the operating System. 
BIOS is more clearly defined in the IBM Personal System/2 
and Personal Computer BIOS Interface Technical 
Reference, 1988, which is incorporated by reference herein. 
BIOS, which can be initially stored in a ROM on a moth 
erboard or planar, includes diagnostic routines which are 
contained in a power on self test section referred to as POST. 

Referring to FIG. 2, there is shown a block diagram of the 
planar 200 in system unit 102 illustrating the various com 
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4 
ponents of the planar 200 in accordance with the present 
invention. FIG. 2 further illustrates the connection of the 
planar 200 to the I/O slots 232 and other hardware of the 
personal computer system 100. Connected to the planar 200 
is the processor 202 which is connected by a high Speed 
CPU local bus 210 under control of a bus controlled timing 
unit 214 to a memory control unit 256 which is further 
connected to a volatile random access memory (RAM) 264. 
While any appropriate processor 202 can be used, one 
suitable processor is the Intel 80386. 
The CPU local bus 210 (comprising data, address and 

control components) provides for the connection of a pro 
ceSSor 202, an optional math coprocessor 204, a cache 
controller 206, and a cache memory 208. Also coupled on 
the CPU local bus 210 is a system buffer 212. The system 
buffer 212 is itself connected to a slower speed (compared 
to the CPU local bus) system bus 216, also comprising 
address, data and control components. The System buS 216 
extends between the system buffer 212 and an I/O buffer 
228. The system bus 216 is further connected to a bus 
control and timing unit 214 and a DMA unit 220. The DMA 
unit 220 is comprised of a central arbitration unit 224 and a 
DMA controller 222. The I/O buffer 228 provides an inter 
face between the system bus 216 and an I/O bus 230. Those 
skilled in the art will recognize that while the preferred 
embodiment is implemented on the Micro Channel bus of 
the IBM PS/2, which is well known in the art, alternative bus 
architectures could also be used to implement this invention. 

Connected to the I/O bus 230 are a plurality of I/O slots 
232 for receiving adapter cards (not shown) which may be 
further connected to an I/O device or memory. Two I/O slots 
232 are shown for convenience, but additional I/O slots may 
easily be added to Suit the needs of a particular System. An 
arbitration control bus 226 couples the DMA controller 222 
and central arbitration unit 224 to the I/O slots 232 and 
diskette adapter 246. Also connected to system bus 216 is a 
memory control unit 256 which is comprised of a memory 
controller 258, an address multiplexer 260, and a data buffer 
262. The memory control unit 256 is further connected to a 
random access memory as represented by the RAM module 
264. The memory controller 258 includes the logic for 
mapping addresses to and from the processor 202 to par 
ticular areas of RAM 264. While the Personal Computer 
System 100 is shown with a basic 1 megabyte RAM module 
264, it is understood that additional memory can be inter 
connected as represented in FIG. 2 by the optional memory 
modules 266 through 270. 
A latch buffer 218 is coupled between the system bus 216 

and a planar I/O bus 234. The planar I/O bus 234 includes 
address, data, and control components respectively. Coupled 
along the planar I/O bus 234 are a variety of I/O adapters and 
other peripheral components Such as the display adapter 236 
(which is used to drive an optional display 104), a clock 250, 
nonvolatile RAM 248 (hereinafter referred to as NVRAM), 
an RS232 adapter 240, a parallel adapter 238, a plurality of 
timers 252, a diskette adapter 246, a PC keyboard/mouse 
controller 244, and a read only memory (ROM) 242. The 
ROM 242 includes the BIOS which further includes POST 
which is used to test the major components of the personal 
computer system 100. 
The clock 250 is used for time of day calculations. 

NVRAM 248 is used to store system configuration data. 
That is, the NVRAM 248 will contain values which describe 
the present configuration of the System. For example, 
NVRAM 248 contains information which describe the 
capacity of a fixed disk or diskette, the type of display, the 
amount of memory, etc. Furthermore, these data are Stored 
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in NVRAM 248 whenever a special configuration program 
is executed. The purpose of the configuration program is to 
Store values characterizing the configuration of this System 
to NVRAM 248 which are saved when power is removed 
from the System. 

Connected to keyboard/mouse controller 244 are ports A 
and B. These ports are used to connect a PC keyboard 110 
and mouse 112 to the personal computer system 100. 
Coupled to RS232 adapter unit 240 is an RS232 connector. 
An optional device Such as a modem (not shown) can be 
coupled to the System through this connector. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, the address lines provided on the 
I/O bus 230 are shown. The lines specified by: 18A, 17A, 
16A, 14A, 13A, 12A, 10A, 9A, 8A, 6A, 5A, 4A, 20B, 19B, 
18B, 16B, 15B, 14B, 12B, 11B, 10B, 8B, 7B, 6B, 81B, 82B, 
82A, 83A, 84A, 84B, 85B, 86B of the drawing correspond 
to address lines 0 through 31, respectively. An adapter which 
connects to all these address lines has the ability to identify 
the full physical address range of the System. 

While the present invention is described hereinafter with 
particular reference to FIG. 4, it is to be understood at the 
outset of the description which follows, it is contemplated 
that the apparatus and methods in accordance with the 
present invention may be used with a variety of Systems in 
which an extended memory address Space is desirable, 
which may include other hardware configurations of the 
planar board. For example, the System processor could be an 
Intel 80286 or 80486 processor. 
To extend the apparent amount of system RAM 264, the 

role of a secondary storage controller 400 such as a disk 
drive controller will be enhanced to include a form of system 
RAM emulation. This mechanism will expand the apparent 
amount of RAM 264 available in the system using the lower 
cost-per-byte Secondary medium, Such as disk, for Storage. 

System-level physical address space (hereinafter also 
referred to as memory map 402) 402 is shown in its relation 
to the Secondary Storage Subsystem which comprises the 
secondary storage controller 400 and secondary storage 106. 
The memory map 402 shows a total defined memory address 
Space (i.e., the total space which could be addressed by the 
processor) composed of a Section of physical RAM address 
space 404 (address range 0 through N-1 which is the address 
Space accessible by the processor 202) along with a Supple 
mental section of emulated RAM address space 406 (address 
range N through Twhich is the address Space accessible by 
the Secondary storage controller 400) and any remaining 
space from T-1 up through and including M. Physical RAM 
address Space 404 will generally be equal to the amount of 
space in RAM 264 and optional RAM 266-270 if present. 
Note that it would be desirable to define T equal to M since 
this maximizes the amount of physical Space Supported. The 
Secondary Storage controller 400 can be implemented as an 
adapter card which connects to the I/O bus 230 through an 
I/O slot 232 connector. Those skilled in the art will recognize 
that while the I/O bus 230 is used to facilitate the invention, 
alternative bus structures could also be used. 
The secondary storage controller 400 responds via the 

Bus Interface 414 to memory address references in the range 
defined for emulated RAM address space 406. The use of 
buS interfaces for addressing, control, and movement of data 
are well known in the art. The emulated RAM address space 
406 is not composed entirely of the semiconductor RAM 
and can reside entirely on Secondary Storage. Those skilled 
in the art will recognize that while the invention can be 
implemented at low cost without secondary RAM 420, the 
addition of secondary RAM 420 to the secondary storage 
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6 
controller 400 will improve performance of the system. The 
actual storage of the data will be both in secondary RAM 
420 (which is a physical cache Storage) and on Secondary 
storage 106 (the hard disk shown in FIG. 1) rather than in a 
system RAM 264. The secondary storage controller 400 uses 
secondary RAM 420 as intermediate storage to buffer the 
Secondary Storage 106 operations. A memory read or write 
detected by the bus interface 414 to be within the emulated 
Space 406 is Serviced by the Secondary Storage controller 
400. 
The mapping layer and control 416 determines if the 

requested data is currently loaded into the controller's 
secondary RAM 420 or if it must be loaded from the 
Secondary Storage 106. If the requested data is already 
loaded within the secondary storage controller 400 then it is 
retrieved from secondary RAM 420 and made available. If, 
however, the data is not preloaded then a request must be 
made to the Secondary Storage manager 418 for the refer 
enced data. Since the Secondary Storage manager 418 WorkS 
with blocks of data the request must be converted to a 
request for a complete block. If the mapping layer and 
control 416 does not locate enough available Space in the 
secondary RAM 420 then it must first write out a block or 
blocks through the Secondary Storage manager 418 to Sec 
ondary Storage 106 thus freeing up space before new blockS 
can be loaded. The mapping layer and control 416 can be 
implemented using any number of available caching mecha 
nisms which are well known in the art. 
The secondary storage controller 400 continues to act as 

a traditional Secondary Storage controller with its associated 
Secondary Storage interface 412 in that it accepts Secondary 
Storage requests 408. These requests can be the usual disk 
read or write requests associated with the operation of a file 
System. The Secondary Storage requests 408 are received 
from the I/O bus 230. For ease of illustration, the connection 
to the I/O bus 230 is not shown since they are well known 
in the art. These operations are referred to as I/O read/writes 
to distinguish them from read/writeS pertaining to the emu 
lated RAM address space 406. The secondary storage inter 
face 412 controls I/O read/writes through the secondary 
Storage manager 418 under control of the mapping layer and 
control 416 section of the secondary storage controller 400. 
The mapping layer and control 416 determines priority of 
access to the Secondary Storage 106 when requests are 
Simultaneously pending on the buS interface 414 and the 
Secondary Storage interface 412. For example, in a multi 
processor System, one processor could be attempting an I/O 
read or write while another processor could be attempting to 
access emulated RAM address space 406. The secondary 
Storage manager 418 is responsible for controlling data 
movement to and from the secondary storage 106. 
With proper buffering the actual amount of disk accesses 

can be reduced due to locality of reference (the idea that 
accesses to memory are often clustered around a Small area). 
Although slower than an approach which utilizes only 
semiconductor RAM 264 to populate the system-level 
physical address Space 402, emulation can be ideal for 
Storage needs Such as large, relatively infrequently used data 
Structures or clustered references. A processor 202 uses 
program code and data from the emulated RAM address 
Space 406 through memory reads and memory writes in the 
Same way it uses program code and data from System RAM 
264. Once code or data is in a processor cache 208 there will 
be no further performance impact for those particular ref 
CCCS. 

In a uni-processor System the benefits of the extended 
address Space are tempered by the occasional slower access 
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and hence inevitable performance decrease. In a multipro 
cessor System, however, the performance concern is 
reduced. In a multiprocessor System when one of the pro 
ceSSorS is experiencing a memory access delay due to the 
nature of the emulated address Space the other processors 
can Still be operating at full Speed. The System throughput of 
a multiprocessor System is the collection of work performed 
by all the processors in the System. Thus apparent delays to 
the user can be minimized. 

In addition, an application program which would require 
large amounts of System-level address Space 402, and which 
also is an application which is run in “batch” (i.e. unattended 
by a user) mode would have all of the benefits associated 
with increased Storage Space with no apparent performance 
penalty caused by accesses to Secondary Storage 106. 

Since the emulated RAM address space 406 is supported 
by nonvolatile secondary storage 106, the emulated RAM 
address Space 406 has an advantage over the Volatile System 
RAM 264. In the event of a power failure or other system 
interruption the code and data in standard system RAM 264 
will be lost. The code and data Stored on Secondary Storage 
106 as part of the emulated RAM address space 406 will be 
preserved. The extension of the address Space and the 
nonvolatile nature of the emulated Space provide significant 
enhancements to the computer system 100. 

Those skilled in the art will recognize that while the 
ability of the secondary storage controller 400 to control the 
Secondary Storage 106 as both a conventional Storage device 
and as storage for emulated RAM 406 provides a convenient 
and flexible use of Secondary Storage 106, the Secondary 
storage controller 400 could also be dedicated to the emu 
lated RAM function with the elimination of the circuitry 
necessary to proceSS normal Storage access requests. This 
would provide a lower cost Secondary Storage controller 
card and improve performance of the emulated RAM func 
tion through dedicated hardware. 

While the present invention was described above, it will 
be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes 
in detail may be made without departing from the Spirit, 
Scope, and teaching of the invention. For example, while the 
preferred embodiment used Intel processors and an IBM 
PS/2 Micro Channel bus for illustrative purposes, this inven 
tion could be implemented on other processors and/or bus 
types. The Secondary Storage controller is shown in the 
preferred embodiment as an adapter card, but could easily be 
incorporated into the planar. A read/write optical Storage 
device could replace the hard disk used as Secondary Stor 
age. Likewise, those skilled in the art will recognize that 
many elements of the invention can be implemented in 
hardware or Software. Accordingly, the invention should be 
limited only as Specified by the claims. 

I claim: 
1. An apparatus for extending the address range of System 

RAM beyond the range of physical RAM, comprising: 
a central processor, physical RAM having a fixed address 

range, and a bus for coupling the central processor to 
the physical RAM; 

Secondary Storage coupled to the bus, 
address decoder means for determining whether a read/ 

write request for RAM is beyond the fixed address 
range of the physical RAM; and 

a Secondary Storage controller circuit, coupled to the bus, 
comprising: 
a Secondary Storage manager to read/write emulated 
RAM on the Secondary Storage; and 

control means to determine the location of emulated 
RAM on the Secondary Storage and control reading 
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8 
and writing of emulated RAM by the secondary 
Storage manager, 

whereby RAM storage addresses beyond the fixed address 
range of physical RAM addresses can be used by the 
processor, thereby extending the address range of the physi 
cal RAM. 

2. An apparatus, as in claim 1, wherein Said Secondary 
Storage controller further comprises: 
means to receive and control I/O read/write requests to 

Secondary Storage; and 
means to prioritize requests to Secondary Storage when 

Simultaneous requests for I/O read/writes and for emu 
lated RAM are received. 

3. An apparatus, as in claim 1, wherein Said Secondary 
Storage controller further comprises means to cache emu 
lated RAM read/write requests to Secondary Storage. 

4. An apparatus, as in claim 3, wherein Said Secondary 
Storage controller further comprises: 
means to receive and control I/O read/write requests to 

Secondary Storage; and 
means to prioritize requests to Secondary Storage when 

Simultaneous requests for I/O read/write operations and 
for emulated RAM accesses are received. 

5. An apparatus for extending the address range of RAM 
beyond the fixed address range of physical RAM, compris 
Ing: 

a processor, physical RAM having a fixed address range, 
and a bus, 

Secondary Storage; and 
a Secondary Storage controller, Said Secondary Storage 

controller further comprising: 
a bus interface connected to the bus to detect read/write 

requests for emulated RAM from the processor; 
a Secondary Storage manager to read/write emulated 
RAM on the Secondary Storage; and 

a mapping layer and control circuit connected to the 
bus interface to receive emulated RAM read/write 
requests detected by the bus interface and output to 
the mapping layer and control circuit, Said mapping 
layer and control circuit further connected to the 
Secondary Storage manager to determine the location 
of emulated RAM on the Secondary Storage and 
control reading and writing of emulated RAM by the 
Secondary Storage manager; 

whereby RAM Storage addresses beyond the address range 
of physical RAM addresses can be used by the processor 
thereby extending the address range of RAM. 

6. An apparatus, as in claim 5, wherein Said Secondary 
Storage controller further comprises a Secondary Storage 
interface connected to the bus to receive I/O read/write 
requests to Secondary Storage, Said Secondary Storage inter 
face further connected to the Secondary Storage manager to 
control I/O read/write operations to the Secondary Storage, 
and also connected to and controlled by the mapping layer 
and control circuit to prioritize requests to the Secondary 
Storage when Simultaneous I/O read/write requests and 
emulated RAM requests are received. 

7. An apparatus, as in claim 5, wherein Said Secondary 
Storage controller further comprises a Secondary physical 
RAM connected to the mapping layer and control circuit and 
also connected to the Secondary Storage manager to cache 
emulated RAM read/write requests to the Secondary Storage. 

8. An apparatus, as in claim 6, wherein Said Secondary 
Storage controller further comprises a Secondary Storage 
interface connected to the bus to receive I/O read/write 
requests to the Secondary Storage, Said Secondary Storage 
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interface further connected to the Secondary Storage man 
ager to control I/O read/write operations to the Secondary 
Storage, and also connected to and controlled by the map 
ping layer and control circuit to prioritize requests to the 
Secondary Storage when Simultaneous I/O read/write 
requests and emulated RAM requests are received. 

9. A secondary storage controller to emulate RAM for 
extending the address range of RAM in a computer System 
having a processor, a bus, physical RAM having a fixed 
address range, and Secondary Storage, beyond the range of 
the physical RAM, comprising: 

means to detect read/write requests for emulated RAM 
from the processor; 

read/write means to read/write emulated RAM on the 
Secondary Storage; and 

control means to determine the location of emulated RAM 
on the Secondary Storage and control reading and 
Writing of emulated RAM by the Secondary Storage 
manager, 

whereby RAM storage addresses beyond the address 
range of physical RAM addresses can be used by the 
processor thereby extending the address range of RAM. 

10. A Secondary Storage controller, as in claim 9, wherein 
Said Secondary Storage controller further comprises: 
means to receive and control I/O read/write requests to the 

Secondary Storage; and 
means to prioritize requests to the Secondary Storage when 

Simultaneous I/O read/write requests and requests for 
emulated RAM are received. 

11. A Secondary Storage controller, as in claim 9, wherein 
Said Secondary Storage controller further comprises means to 
cache emulated RAM read/write requests to the Secondary 
Storage. 

12. A Secondary Storage controller, as in claim 11, wherein 
Said Secondary Storage controller further comprises: 
means to receive and control I/O read/write requests to the 

Secondary Storage; and 
means to prioritize requests to the Secondary Storage when 

Simultaneous I/O Read/write requests and requests for 
emulated RAM are received. 

13. A secondary storage controller to emulate RAM for 
extending the address range of RAM in a computer System 
having a processor, a bus, physical RAM having a fixed 
address range, and Secondary Storage having an address 
range beyond the range of the physical RAM, Said Secondary 
Storage controller comprising: 

a bus interface connected to the bus to detect read/write 
requests for emulated RAM from the processor; 

a Secondary Storage manager to read/write emulated RAM 
on the Secondary Storage; and 

a mapping layer and control circuit connected to the bus 
interface to receive emulated RAM read/write requests 
detected by the bus interface and output to the mapping 
layer and control circuit, Said mapping layer and con 
trol circuit further connected to the Secondary Storage 
manager to determine the location of emulated RAM 
on the Secondary Storage and control reading and 
Writing of emulated RAM by the Secondary Storage 
manager, 

whereby RAM storage addresses beyond the address 
range of physical RAM addresses can be used by the 
processor thereby extending the range of RAM. 
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14. A Secondary Storage controller, as in claim 13, wherein 

Said Secondary Storage controller further comprises a Sec 
ondary Storage interface connected to the bus to receive I/O 
read/write requests to Secondary Storage, Said Secondary 
Storage interface further connected to the Secondary Storage 
manager to control I/O read/write operations to the Second 
ary Storage, and also connected to and controlled by the 
mapping layer and control circuit to prioritize requests to 
Secondary Storage when Simultaneous requests for I/O read/ 
write requests and emulated RAM requests are received. 

15. A Secondary Storage controller, as in claim 13, wherein 
Said Secondary Storage controller further comprises a physi 
cal RAM connected to the mapping layer and control circuit 
and also connected to the Secondary Storage manager to 
cache emulated RAM read/write requests to Secondary Stor 
age. 

16. A Secondary Storage controller, as in claim 15, wherein 
Said Secondary Storage controller further comprises a Sec 
ondary Storage interface connected to the bus to receive I/O 
read/write requests to the Secondary Storage, Said Secondary 
Storage interface further connected to the Secondary Storage 
manager to control I/O read/write operations to the Second 
ary Storage, and also connected to and controlled by the 
mapping layer and control circuit to prioritize requests to the 
Secondary Storage when Simultaneous requests for I/O read/ 
write requests and emulated RAM requests are received. 

17. A method for extending the address range of RAM 
beyond the range of physical RAM in a computer System 
having a processor, the physical RAM having a fixed address 
range, a Secondary Storage controller and Secondary Storage, 
including the Secondary Storage controller Steps of: 

detecting read/write requests for emulated RAM from the 
proceSSOr, 

determining the location of emulated RAM on the sec 
ondary Storage; and 

reading and writing emulated RAM on the Secondary 
Storage; 

whereby RAM storage addresses beyond the address 
range of physical RAM addresses can be used by the 
processor thereby extending the range of RAM. 

18. A method, as in claim 17, including the further steps 
of: 

receiving I/O read/write requests to the Secondary Storage; 
controlling I/O read/write requests to the Secondary Stor 

age; and 
prioritizing requests to Secondary Storage when Simulta 

neous I/O read/write requests and requests for emulated 
RAM are received. 

19. A method, as in claim 17, including the further step of 
caching emulated RAM read/write requests to the Secondary 
Storage. 

20. A method, as in claim 19, including the further steps 
of: 

receiving I/O read/write requests to the Secondary Storage; 
controlling I/O read/write requests to the Secondary Stor 

age; and 
prioritizing requests to the Secondary Storage when Simul 

taneous I/O read/write requests and requests for emu 
lated RAM are received. 


